Super Smash Bros: Orchestrated Chaos Part 6: Get Equipped

Andrew: Hey, everybody! I’ve decided to take a sick day because I didn’t feel like working
today. Filling in for me will be… this guy.
Caleb: Hey.
Andrew: Also, Ryan is missing for some reason. Maybe I should call Strange Mysteries of
Mysterious Mystery.
Ryan is standing in a ditch next to his car.
Ryan: I’m telling you, officer, Donkey Kong ran me off the road with a string of banana peels!
Back in the announcers’ box.
Andrew: Oh well. I’m sure you’ll figure something out.
Caleb: I’ll get my brother to fill in for him.
Caleb points an airsoft gun at his brother’s head.
Caleb: Isn’t that right?
Chad: Don’t shoot! I’m too pretty to die!
Andrew: Well, I’m leaving now. Oh, by the way, the next match is between Sonic and Mario.
Your job is to say stuff about it. Bye.
Chad: Everybody looks like ants from up here! Hi, ants!
Sonic and Mario enter the arena. Bowser watches intently.
Bowser: Hey, Mario! Don’t choke!
Mario: Thank you, Bowser!
Bowser: I was being insincere!
Ganondorf: You’re the worst heckler ever.
The bell rings. Sonic runs around Mario so fast that he generates a whirlwind. This strategy
turns against Sonic when Mario throws a fireball into the mini-tornado, setting the hedgehog on
fire.
Sonic: AHHHHGH! IT BURNS!
Chad: Wow, it’s a real brawl out there.
Caleb: Looks more like a melee to me.

Chad: And I say it’s a brawl!
Caleb: It’s a melee!
Chad: Brawl!
Caleb: Melee!
Chad: Brawl!
Caleb: Melee!
Chad: Melee!
Caleb: Brawl! And that’s final!
Chad: OK.
Caleb: Wait a minute…
Sonic grabs FLUDD off Mario’s back, using him to douse the flames. Mario throws a motionsensor bomb at Sonic, who blocks the item with FLUDD. Understandably averse to being blown
up, Sonic throws FLUDD at Mario, who tosses the device back.
Caleb: Are they playing hot potato? With a water pack?
Sonic fumbles a toss. FLUDD flies out of the ring and lands in Luigi’s hands. And then explodes.
Mario and Sonic continue fighting, but the two prove to be evenly matched. Eventually, the timer
runs out.
Caleb: It’s a tie? I guess we’ll have to go to sudden death.
Chad: That’s the best kind.
Caleb: What?
A bell rings. Suddenly, it starts raining bob-ombs.
Caleb: How do they do that?
High above the ring, dozens of lakitus are dumping buckets of bob-ombs into the arena.
Sonic easily dodges the bob-ombs… until he trips, barreling into Mario and a group of bobombs. The two are caught in a massive explosion and sent flying out of the arena.
Caleb: It looks like they both got knocked out of the ring at the same time, which means it’s still
a tie.
Chad: How about we flip a coin?
Caleb: OK.

Chad pulls an odd object out of his pocket.
Caleb: What’s that?
Chad: It’s a hypercoin. It exists in four dimensions.
Caleb: How do you flip it?
Chad: You can’t, really.
Caleb: Just do it.
Chad does.
Chad: The winner is… MegaMan?
Caleb: How is that even possible?
Chad: The reason is scientific. Sonic is in Super Smash Bros, and in his own games he fights
Robotnik. Robotnik is fat, builds things, and is often called Eggman. There’s a Beatles song
about the walrus, the carpenter, and the eggman. There’s a comic character called the Blue
Beetle. MegaMan is also known as the Blue Bomber. Therefore, MegaMan should be in Smash
Bros.
Caleb: You broke my brain.
Chad: Maybe you could go to Wal-Mart and trade it in for a better one.
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